30th NYS MASTERS -- MARCH 7, 2020 -- KING PIN LANES, ROME

QUALIFIERS (FIVE GAMES)
9 a.m. Squad (58 Entries)
Hall, Andrew, Jamaica 1129
Taylor, Mark, Voorheesville 1124
Young, Bill, Cortland 1092
Smith, Kevin, Syracuse 1090
Wagoner, Steve, Broadalbin 1071
Keenan, Jon, Rochester 1051
Fazzone, Matt, Schenectady 1045
Soedarmasto, Brandon, Levittown 1043
Chepelsky, Shannon, East Rochester 1043
Cunningham, Brett, Clay 1043
Hall, Brian, Canandaigua 1036
Jenkins, Dan, Parish 1029

Cashers Not Advancing ($50 Each)
Geiger, Jim, Amsterdam 1023
Vanderbogart, Roy, Gansevoort 1023

12:30 p.m. Squad (60 Entries) – NO RE-ENTRY
Boyer, Brandon, Hudson Falls 1104
Rose Jr., Mike, Fairport 1069
Rottier, Chad, Malone 1056
Bersch, Jacob, Stuyvesant 1056
Galli, Ryan, Binghamton 1053
Keenan, Dan, Rochester 1045
Jecko, Dave, Whitesboro 1041
Drumm, Philip, Binghamton 1038
Rivers Jr., Jacob, Albany 1035
Stoddard, Doug, Utica 1031
Magno, Derek, Cicero 1022
Miseno Jr., Nick, Ballston Lake 1020

Cashers Not Advancing ($50 Each)
VanScoyk, Rebekah, Kingston 1014
Kelsey, Ethan, Hudson Falls 1014

MATCH PLAY FINALS
Two-Game Total, Single Elimination
Round One (Those Eliminated Earn $205)
Jecko 160-242—402, Cunningham 192-209—401
Bersch 254-188—442, Miseno 199-148—347
Fazzone 208-191—399, Rivers Jr. 212-133—345
D. Keenan 179-200—379, Stoddard 141-181—322
Chepelsky 199-187—386, Drumm 136-170—306
Galli 238-197—435, Magno 211-206—417
B. Hall 245-225—470, Soedarmasto 224-173—397
J. Keenan 195-186—381, Jenkins 143-224—367

Round Two (Those Eliminated Earn $250)
Wagoner 214-223—437, J. Keenan 194-163—357
B. Hall 186-222—408, Boyer 228-175—403
Galli 234-222—456, Rose 180-197—377
Chepelsky 217-183—390, Taylor 182-183—365
D. Keenan 217-190—407, K. Smith 162-176—338
Fazzone 226-235—461, Young 194-208—402
Rottier 190-215—405, Bersch 161-211—372
Jecko 253-248—501, A. Hall 233-247—480

Round Three (Those Eliminated Earn $300)
Chepelsky 202-169—371, Galli 199-171—370
Jecko 255-204—459, Rottier 170-213—383
Wagoner 178-189—369, B. Hall 159-201—360
D. Keenan 224-215—439, Fazzone 202-180—382

**Semifinals (Those Eliminated Earn $450)**
D. Keenan 210-202—412, Jecko 205-180—385
Chepelsky 179-232—411, Wagoner 211-190—401

**Championship (Winner $2,000 plus 2020 USBC Masters entry; Runner-Up $1,000)**
D. Keenan 269-191—460, Chepelsky 146-156—302